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Abstract
Multifactor authentication presents a robust security method,
but typically requires multiple steps on the part of the user
resulting in a high cost to usability and limiting adoption.
Furthermore, a truly usable system must be unobtrusive
and inconspicuous. Here, we present a system that provides all three factors of authentication (knowledge, possession, and inherence) in a single step in the form of an
earpiece which implements brain-based authentication
via custom-ﬁt, in-ear electroencephalography (EEG). We
demonstrate its potential by collecting EEG data using manufactured custom-ﬁt earpieces with embedded electrodes.
Across 7 participants, we are able to achieve perfect performance, mean 0% false acceptance (FAR) and 0% false
rejection rates (FRR), using participants’ best performing
tasks collected in one session by one earpiece with three
electrodes. Our results indicate that a single earpiece with
embedded electrodes could provide a discreet, convenient,
and robust method for secure one-step, three-factor authentication.
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Introduction & Related Work
It is well appreciated by experts and end-users alike that
strong authentication is critical to cybersecurity and privacy, now and into the future. Unfortunately, news reports
of celebrity account hackings serve as regular reminders
that the currently dominant method of authentication in
consumer applications, single-factor authentication using
passwords or other chosen secrets, faces many challenges.
Major industry players such as Google and Facebook have
strongly encouraged their users to adopt two-factor authentication. However, the hassle of submitting authenticators in
two separate steps has limited wide adoption.

Figure 1: Labeled photo of one of our
manufactured custom-ﬁt earpieces with 3
embedded electrodes located in the
concha, front-facing (anterior) in the ear
canal, and back-facing (posterior) in the
ear canal.

In this study we undertake, to the best of our knowledge,
the ﬁrst ever exploration of one-step, three-factor authentication. In computer security, authenticators are classiﬁed
into three types: knowledge factors (e.g., passwords), possession factors (e.g., physical tokens, ATM cards), and inherence factors (e.g., biometrics like ﬁngerprints). By taking
advantage of a physical token in the form of personalized
earpieces, the uniqueness of an individual’s brainwaves,
and a choice of mental task to use as one’s "passthought",
we seek to achieve all three factors of authentication in a
single step by the user. Furthermore, the form factor of
an earpiece carries signiﬁcantly less stigma versus scalpbased passthoughts systems. Technology worn in the ear is
already acceptable, i.e. earphones.
Since 2002, a number of independent groups have achieved
99-100% authentication accuracy for small populations
using research-grade and consumer-grade scalp-based
EEG systems [11, 8, 1, 3]. The "passthoughts" term and
larger system was proposed in 2005 [12]. The concept of
in-ear EEG was introduced in 2011 with a demonstration
of the feasibility of recording EEG from within the ear canal
[7]. The in-ear placement can produce signal-to-noise ra-
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tios comparable to those from conventional EEG electrode
placements, is robust to common sources of artifacts, and
can be used in a brain-computer interface (BCI) system [6].
In 2016, 80% authentication accuracy was achieved using in-ear EEG captured with a modiﬁed single-channel
device [4]. Behavioral authentication methods such as
keystroke dynamics and speaker authentication also fall
into the categeory of one-step two-factor, as they include
both a knowledge factor (password), and inherence factor
(typing rhythm, voice) [10]. To our knowledge, the current
work is the ﬁrst to propose a one-step, three-factor system.

Data Collection
To create the custom-ﬁtted earpieces, a molding of each
participant’s ear was taken, 3D scanned, and the earpieces
were manufactured with three AgCl electrodes installed in
each, two in the ear canal and one at the concha, at positions simpliﬁed from those described in [9]. One of the
manufactured earpieces is shown in Figure 1. For EEG
data collection we used the 8-channel OpenBCI system
with 3 channels for the ear electrodes, ground placed at
the forehead, reference on the left mastoid, and one additional AgCl ring electrode placed above the left eye ("Fp1")
to collect scalp-based data to validate against. Participants
performed a set of 9 mental tasks we selected using both
previous work [3, 4] and with the aim of diversifying across
dimensions: an external stimulus, a personal secret, open
or closed eyes, and varied mental imagery. Each task was
performed 5 times, then again 5 times each to reduce boredom and repetition effects. Each trial was 10 seconds in
length, for a total of 100 seconds of data collected per task.
7 male participants (P1-P7) completed this study protocol
approved by the UC Berkeley Committee for Protection of
Human Subjects.

POSTERS

Analysis
We validated our ear EEG data by comparing the breathe
task (relaxed breathing, eyes closed) with that of the breathe
- open task (relaxed breathing, eyes open). Alpha-attenuation,
an established metric in EEG work, is clearly visible even in
just a single trial’s data from our earpieces and matches
data seen in our Fp1 scalp electrode as shown in ﬁgure 2.
For the authentication analysis we used XGBoost, a popular tool for logistic linear classiﬁcation [2], since past work
in BCI have shown task classiﬁcation to be linear [5]. Our
feature vectors were power spectra of 100 raw values from
each electrode (500 ms of data) which were concatenated
together before principal component analysis. With 200
samples per participant, per task, we trained the classiﬁer using a balanced sample of positive (target participant
target task) and negative (random task from any participant) examples. We witheld one third of data for testing,
and the remaining training set we fed into XGBoost’s crossvalidation method to predict labels on each test sample.

Results

Figure 2: Alpha-attenuation (8-12 Hz
range) in left ear and Fp1 channels,
referenced at left mastoid. Red indicates
breathing data with eyes open, blue
indicates the same task with eyes
closed.

For each participant we found at least 1 task for which they
achieved both 0% FAR and FRR, and two participants, P4
and P6, had perfect performance across all tasks. Generally, FRRs were higher than FARs, though even the highest
FRR was only 6%, and the highest FAR less than 1%. By
task, breathe, breathe - open, song - open (imagining a
chosen song, eyes open), and sport (imagining performing a chosen activity) on average achieved the lowest FAR
results, while the lowest mean FRRs were speech (imagining a chosen phrase) and listen (listening to white noise).
For all tasks, both mean FAR and FRR were less than 1%.
These results appear to establish knowledge and inherence factors, as the correct participant using the wrong task
failed to authenticate. Additionally, we found evidence of a
possession factor by testing P1’s classiﬁer with P1 perform-
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ing his own passthoughts but using P6’s earpiece, and P6’s
classiﬁer with P1 performing P6’s passthoughts using P6’s
earpiece. In both cases, we found zero successful attempts.

Discussion & Future Work
Our ﬁndings demonstrate the feasibility of a passthoughts
system consisting of a single earpiece in the ear. FARs
and FRRs were very low across all participants and tasks,
with FARs overall lower than FRRs, a desirable pattern in
terms of authenticating access to potentially sensitive information. Participants’ best-performing passthoughts see
no errors in our test. Several tasks performed exceedingly
well among participants, even tasks like listen and breathe
which didn’t have an explicit secondary knowledge factor
like in sport or song. This suggests a passthoughts system could present users with an array of options for them
to choose from, though it remains to be seen how these
tasks scale with larger populations. The real-world implications of this study are limited by the small, relatively homogeneous sample of participants, though this system is
meant to distinguish between individuals it is encouraging
how well it performs. For real-world authentication, training
and testing data should be drawn from different time points
days, weeks, and months apart. Future work should also
investigate dry electrodes, commonly found in consumer
EEG devices, for comfort and usability, or try earpieces that
also work as headphones. An investigation of an online
passthoughts system, in which users receive immediate
feedback on the result of their attempts would elucidate
how human adjustments might impact authentication performance, as the human and machine co-adapt.

Conclusion
As demonstrated by these preliminary results, custom-ﬁt,
in-ear EEG earpieces can provide three factors of security
in one highly usable step: thinking one’s passthought, using
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the discreet form factor of an earpiece. Among this initial
sample, we are able to achieve 100% authentication accuracy, with potential for integration with technology already
used in everyday life, like earphones. By expanding in dimensions of time, population size, and diversity of settings
we hope to better understand the underlying distribution
of EEG signals and security properties of passthoughts as
well usability issues that may arise in different contexts.
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